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ganesh chaturthi is said to be one of the most important
celebrations in the hindu tradition. it is believed that

lord ganesha comes to earth from mount kailasa during
this time and blesses his devotees with all the

happiness and prosperity. lord ganapati is known to end
peoples sufferings and is therefore often called

vighnaharta. it is believed that bringing lord ganesha
home during this time helps end the suffering and
troubles in our lives and fills it with happiness and
positive thoughts instead. from lalbaugcha raja to

khetwadi cha raja, get live streaming details of online
aarti and darshan of famous ganpati mandals in mumbai
and pune. ganesh chaturthi is said to be one of the most

important celebrations in the hindu tradition. it is
believed that lord ganesha comes to earth from mount
kailasa during this time and blesses his devotees with

all the happiness and prosperity. moreover, the icao has
also launched a programme to develop and certify an

entire new generation of easa-approved flight
simulators that can simulate complex routes and

operating procedures. the move is part of the global air
navigation service provider's strategy to upgrade its

capabilities to accommodate the predicted rapid
increase in global air traffic. the easa said the new

simulators will be installed in all training centres in the
easa member states, enabling the simulators to

simulate all operators certified to operate in the eu
airspace. the new generation of flight simulators will
ensure the development and continued quality of air
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crew training. globally there are no missing names, but
it would be the many talented youngsters who have
stepped up and snatched the limelight in a series of

prestigious national and international events. such was
the case of the young nigerian, olatunji omolade, who

won five gold medals in the just concluded world
athletics championships in london. omolade won his first
gold on sunday when he clinched the 100 metres final.

he ran it in 10.18 seconds, well clear of the silver
medalist, trinidad and tobago's shelly-ann fraser. the
20-year-old's second gold medal came on saturday
when he won the 200 metres. in a keenly contested

race, the 2008 beijing olympics gold medalist crossed
the finish line in 24.96 seconds.
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